
HELLO...

I want to take a moment and talk

about some of the projects I am 

 working on. Database research

and collection for several

clients.  I love sharing how

these project help the

consulting side of my business

grow.

     From the side of the client, a

project they ask you to do, may

not make sense at the moment but

is purposeful.  At the beginning

of an assignment, I will work on

it for about two hours and then

immediately check in with my

client to know for certain we

are still on the same page. I let

them take a moment and evaluate

the direction I'm going and give

me pointers and a timeline.  The

pointers are my polite way of

asking for direction, if

clarification was needed.  
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The timeline helps me establish

my schedule for the upcoming

days.  A particular project I am

so fond of is allowing me the

opportunity to establish

connections and relationships

between my client and future

participants.  Email lists from

the internet, take a minute, but

are well worth the effort.  The

rewarding part came being asked

to further assist & be a part of

the team. Honored. 
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You are probably wondering how

doing research for a client

could possibly help my

consulting business.  The

databases are property of the

client.  And I respect that.  I

don't contact the prospects

unless I am asked to on behalf of

my clients.  Until... I was asked

to research technical colleges

in my home state. Given a

website, I learned there were

nine. Completing the research,

logging my time & sending it off

to the client felt amazing. And

then I started researching the

courses, one by one, for my damn

self.  The course I am so

interested in learning a mere

$119. WordPress Intermediate. 

 Most places only offer

beginners courses, snoozeville.

I called the college way on the

other side of my home state and

they set me up with the course in

less than fifteen minutes. I

nearly cried knowing I could

piecemeal my skills together

and come out ahead and under

budget. I'm cheap. if I can get

something on the cheap, I will.

Researching one tech college for

myself this past year, pointless.

They offer so very little. Local

yes, but the right courses, no. 

 The client managed to push me

through that barrier without

even knowing it.  Casually

mentioning this course to a few

clients is setting up my work

pipeline.  WordPress Website

work is in demand but the next

course in Quickbooks got

peoples attention in hurry.  And

guess what? 

Taking these 

courses 

is 

Tax 

Deductible.   


